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Introduction to THT
- Thermal Hazard Technology (THT) is a manufacturer of specialist 
calorimeters for the chemical and lithium battery industries 

- THT was founded in the mid-90s with 4 employees. Prior to this the 
founders worked as distributors for the original CSI ARC in Europe.

- THT’s headquarters in Bletchley UK is responsible for production, 
R&D , lab testing, sales and admin, currently employing 34 staff. There 
are sales offices in India and the USA, and distribution worldwide.

- In May 2020, THT was acquired by Judges Scientific. The name is 
retained but the company is now part of the Judges group

THT user locations
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Battery Safety Incidents

Electric vehicle fire incidents listed on Wikipedia:

“As of August 02, 2020, 290 air/airport incidents involving 

lithium batteries carried as cargo or baggage that have been 

recorded since January 23, 2006”

- FAA Office of Security and Hazardous Materials Safety
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Why is battery safety not a “solved problem”?

Lead-acid batteries are safe and cheap, but they 
do not have the required energy density for high 
capacity storage applications.
Many prototype batteries allege to have good 
safety and performance but are so far not 
commercial viable for cost/manufacturing reasons 
and/or cannot carry out enough cycles before 
capacity fade. 
Therefore, safety remains an issue. Although 
steps are taken to reduce the risk, it is not 
eliminated. 

It would be easy to make an very safe battery system. 
The problem is that “safety” is often antithetical to three 
other key considerations:

1. Performance ⚡⚡⚡
2. Longevity 🔧🔧🔧
3. Cost 💲💲💲
4. Safety ☠☠☠
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Cycle life, capacity and safety problems undermine the confidence of consumers and inhibit the commercialization of 
electric vehicles and other devices. A high manufacturing cost reduces market potential. A quantitative analysis of 
safety and performance parameters is required for comparison between chemistries, formats, designs etc.

Battery Development – A Compromise
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▪ Improved thermal modelling via increased testing accuracy       “Model Validation” with ICP

▪ Greater energy density “Performance”

▪ Faster charging and discharging rates       Testing with ARC, µBC, IBC, BPC

▪ Smaller heat release during use

▪ Increased cycle life and thermal life

▪ Higher safe operating temperature “Safety”

▪ Less energy released during decomposition    Testing with ARC/options

▪ Better resistance to physical/electrical abuse

▪ Reduce the hazards from gas venting from the cell MS/GC

Where Does Calorimetry Fit in 

Battery Research?
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Lithium Battery Safety & Performance

Thermal Issues With Lithium (and other) Batteries
These can be separated into two main types:

Battery Performance – how the battery operates under intended use conditions

Battery Safety – what happens when the battery is exposed to adverse conditions

To help safe design for normal useAssess the hazard safely in the lab

The THT ARC helps to address both these areas. Performance testing ensures in normal use the 
battery stays within a safe operating window.
Safety testing helps to quantify the hazard so thermal runaway  avoided and/or protected against. 
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Development of a Battery, and Safety

Component Level – The internal chemistry (cathode/anode/electrolyte) of the battery is key to 
safety. But safer chemistry is often not the best performing.

Cell Level – Choosing cell format, cell design, capacity, passive safety features. 

Module Level – Monitoring of cells via BMS, integrate cells with cooling system, passive and 
active systems to prevent TR propagation.

Pack level – Crash/protective structure, total capacity limits, venting, warning feedback to user.

At each level, safety testing and validation is required. 
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Key Instrumental Techniques for Battery Safety Testing

Sample: Component Coin Cell 21700 Cell Large EV Cell Module Complete Pack

Differential Scanning Calorimetry

Thermogravimetric Analysis

Adiabatic Calorimetry (ARC)

Gas analysis (GCMS)

Oven tests

Pressure vessel tests

Bunker tests

Video evaluation/IR

Post-mortem

As we increase the size of the sample, accurate quantitate measurements become more difficult. Past a 
certain sample size, calorimetry becomes inaccurate/impractical. Then we must rely on qualitative tests.
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Battery research begins at the component level. ARC or DSC can be used to study thermal stability of components individually (cathode, 
anode, electrolyte).

These results can tell us which individual components should be safer in the battery, however when we combine them with the other 
components in the battery, they may not behave in the same way. So we need to test the complete cell as well as the components. 
Both DSC and ARC have advantages and disadvantages.

DSC Data ARC Data

Source: Comparative Issues of Cathode Materials for Li-Ion Batteries
Christian M. Julien, Alain Mauger, Karim Zaghib and Henri Groult

Component Level
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ARC vs DSC

DSC ARC

Test time 1-3 hours 1-3 days

Sensitivity 5mW/g 0.5mW/g

Sample mass Typically 0.05g 0.5g to 100g

Space required Benchtop, small Floor-standing, large

Flexibility Components only Components and cells

Temperature range Typically -150 to 550°C -40 to 600°C

Pressure measurement Optional Standard

Heat measurement Endothermic/Exothermic Exothermic only
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DSC/Isothermal Calorimetry In Principle

• Heat flow (dQ/dt) is the measured 

parameter

• Heat flow is measured directly in 

units of watts/milliwatts/microwatts 

(do not need to know sample heat 

capacity

• Total heat release is obtained from 

the integral of heat flow over time

• Sample temperature remains constant 

(isothermal)

• Kinetics of heat flow may be 

evaluated depending on response 

speed of the instrument
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Adiabatic Calorimetry In Principle

“Adiabatic” simply means a condition of no heat exchange. In the ARC test this means the sample and holder will not 
exchange heat with the surroundings. This is achieved by equalizing the sample and calorimeter chamber temperatures. 

Temperature (T, dT/dt) is the measured parameter, and since we can assume no heat loss, this can be converted in units 
of heat and heat flow by multiplying by sample mass (m) in grams and heat capacity (Cp) in joules per gram kelvin.

Poorly designed or calibrated adiabatic calorimeters may be both over adiabatic (adding heat to the sample) or under 
adiabatic (causing the sample to lose heat). Both these conditions should be avoided. Over adiabaticity can result it 
“exotherms” where there are none, while under adiabaticity can disguise exotherms and underestimate safety 
parameters. 
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Theoretical Background – Calibration

Calibration/Sensitivity – The system must be calibrated 
prior to running sample tests to remove temperature 
drift. 
This determines the maximum sensitivity of the 
instrument.
Normal calibration should allow 0.02oC/min onset 
sensitivity, careful calibration may allow 0.01oC/min, but 
this is not really necessary with most battery samples 
aside from coin cells.
Calibration is required after thermocouple is changed, 
or after 2-3 months of use.

Instrument Calibration Logic

Type N Thermocouples
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ARC vs IBC Cycling Tests

1 - ARC adiabatic cycling test – cell temperature rises during cycle then is
stable during rest. DeltaT x Cp x m = deltaQ (cell Cp must be known)
2 - ARC “isoperibolic” cycling test – cell temperature rises during cycle then
falls back to chamber temp during rest. Not possible to measure deltaQ
unless heat loss rate is modelled.

3 - IBC isothermal cycling test – cell temperature is stable at all
times, heat flow is measured during cycling. deltaQ is the integral
of dQ/dt graph.

1 2

3
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Performance testing in the ARC

Key points to remember:

In the standard or EV calorimeter, heat loss can occur down 
the cables – Therefore, either calibrate with cables attached 
or place a length of cable inside the chamber.

It is good to measure heat capacity over the temperature range
used for cycling. Heat capacity versus temperature can then 
be plotted and the heat output during cycling can be calculated

based on the changing heat capacity.
Ideally, do no use a holder! Suspend the cell or rest it on a 
throne. Liquid N2 can be used to start from lower temperatures.
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ARC Cycling Tests

 
Temperature/Heating Rate 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Thermal and Electrical 

 
 
 
 
Calorimeter Zone Temperatures 

 
 
 
 

ES-ARC cycling data for complex cycling regime shown below (Samsung 18650 cell).
ARC responds faster than typical isothermal calorimeters so can pick up changes in heat rate more quickly, but 
cell temperature increases, reducing internal resistance (not the case with Isothermal testing). Both methods 
have advantages and disadvantages.
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Automatic Heat Capacity Measurement

This parameter is necessary to convert 
temperature data (kelvin/celsius) to units 

of Heat (Joules) and Power (Watts) to 
consider thermal management. Test data 

show good agreement
(< 5%) with establish literature values for 

standard materials

20Ah pouch cell Cp data
- Variation in heating rate allows Cp

vs. cell temperature to be calculated

Tm

UIt
C p


=

Metal plates in EV+ 3 x 18650s in ES-ARC2x prismatic cells & heater
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ARC systems - BPC

The BPC chamber is a cylindrical oval  65cm on the major axis, 50cm on the minor axis, and 50cm tall.
It uses the same blast enclosure as the EV+. The BPC is a performance testing calorimeter so is not designed 
for safety tests like other ARC systems. 

The USP of the BPC is the integrated circulator which is used to pump temperature-controlled fluid around the secondary thermal jacket of the calorimeter. 
This means the calorimeter has two layers of independent temperature control. This means the main calorimeter chamber is shielded from environmental 
effects and can heat as well as cooling, using the additional power of the circulator. This means the calorimeter can track endothermic events as well as 
exothermic ones. The bottom right graph shows the circulator fluid temperature tracking the calorimeter temperature with a -10ºC offset.
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Battery Performance Calorimeter – Key Features

1. Large size chamber (elliptical cylinder 65cm x 50cm x 50cm height)
2. Continuous low temperature operation using refrigerated circulator with automatic control
3. Insulated cable connection which are held to the same temperature as the chamber to minimise 

thermal loses.
4. Capable of operating in adiabatic, isoperibolic and true isothermal modes (Q2 2022).
5. Same modular design as other THT calorimeter, so can run from existing ARC electronics, or be 

purchased together with a safety calorimeter.
6. Not for safety testing!

Circulator BPC-D Software
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ARC Safety Testing
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Potential problems:

External short circuit
Internal short circuit from:
- Particle
- Dendrites
- Separator failure
- Puncture
- Deformation
Overcharge
Over discharge
External Heating
Over heat (self-heating)

- :

Elevated 
Temperature

Heat and Gas 
Generation

Heat Loss > 
Heat 

Production

SAFE 
OUTCOME

Heat Loss < Heat 
Production

Thermal Runaway

RuptureGas Venting

ExplosionFIRE

Cell Failure Flow Chart

Source: Total Battery Consulting 2016  - http://totalbatteryconsulting.com/industry-
reports/Battery-safety-report/overview.html

No gas ignition
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ARC systems

ES ARC 

9 x 9cm chamber size
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Calorimeter Material
of

Construction

Max 
Temp.

Power 
Required

Max 
Tracking 

Rate

Diameter Depth Radiant
Heater?

Sealed? Sub-
ambient?

Camera
?

Sensitivity Sample
range

Standard Copper 550oC 3.5KW 
(220V/16A)

20oC/min or
150oC/min
with FTO

10cm 10cm, (may 
extend to 

12cm)

Yes No Manual LN2 No 0.005oC/min Component/
coin cell to

21700 (5Ah)

EVx Aluminium 350oC 7KW 
(220V/32A)

12oC/min 25cm 60cm (may 
extend to 

70cm)

No No Manual 
LN2

No 0.02oC/min 18650
to larger EV 

cells (150Ah)

EV+ Aluminium 305oC 7KW 
(220V/32A)

15oC/min 40cm 44cm No Yes Manual 
LN2

Yes 0.02oC/min 18650
to largest EV 
cells (150Ah) 

BPC Aluminium 200oC 3.5KW 
heaters + 

7KW 
circulator

10oC/min
or -5oC/min

cooling

65cm/
50cm
(oval)

50cm No No Controlled 
Refrigeration

N/A 0.005oC/min Any cell or 
module which 
physically fits

EVx EV+Standard BPC

THT Calorimeter Comparison
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Types of ARC Performance Test:
- Cycling tests (adiabatic)
- Cycling tests (isoperibolic)
- Specific heat capacity test
- Thermal stability/lifecycle

Types of ARC Safety Test:
- Ramp heating/direct cell heating
- Step heating with tracking (heat-wait-seek)
- Hotbox/oven
- Short circuit (external)
- Nail penetration/crush (internal short)
- Overcharge/overdischarge

Additional Measurements:
- Internal/external cell pressure
- Gas production/constituents (with GC) 
- Cell voltage/internal resistance
- Multiple thermocouples
- Overcharge current
- Short-circuit current
- Optical video
- Infra-red video
- Rapid Data Collection

ARC Battery Tests
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ARC Safety Features

Automatic cooling nitrogen feed

Manual interlock bars

Automatic fume extraction fan
30m3/minDoor sensor

Automatic door lock

PC-independent safety 
cut-out circuit

Software safety settings
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ARC Safety Features – Automatic Lid Lifting

Rotating Hoist Assembly (RHA)

• Button-operated motorised 
lifting mechanism to raise and 
lower the calorimeter lid, 
avoiding heavy lifting tasks.

• Connects to lid via heavy-duty 
straps.

• Works with standard, EV, EVX,
EV+ and BPC calorimeter lids. 

• Hinged arm with runners allows 
movement of the lifter in 3 
dimensions. 

• May be retro-fitted to existing 
calorimeter systems.

• Compatible with the extended 
blast enclosure.
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How it works - Heat-Wait-Seek 

The standard operating mode of the ARC is
“heat-wait-seek” or 
“heat-wait-search” (HWS)

HWS mode leading to onset

Heat wait seek means the ARC heats to the 
start temperature, waits for 
temperature equilibration, then seeks the exotherm.
This loop continues until a reaction is found (self-heat in 
Kelvin per minute rate exceeds sensitivity threshold) then 
the instrument switches to EXOTHERM mode. 
Exotherm mode means the calorimeter follows the sample 
temperature and maintains an adiabatic environment, until 
the reaction is finished.
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Input 6 parameters

1. Start Temp (0C)

2. End Temp (0C)

3. Wait Time (mins)

4. Heat Step (0C)

5. Seek Sensitivity (0C/min)

6. Driver Heater Power (%)

Designing the ARC Test

Input parameters

Typical values: 1. 50°C 2. 400°C 3. 30 min 4. 5°C 5. 0.02°C/min 6. 20% 
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When to change parameters

1. Start Temp (°C)

Reduce to 30°C to look for reaction which might happen at ambient temperature and above.

2. End Temp (°C)

This can be decreased if the reaction mixture is being examined for lower temperature exotherms only. 

3. Wait Time (mins)

Dependent on calorimeter (standard, EVx or EV+) and sample mass.

4. Heat Step (°C)

A 3°C heat step instead of 5°C gives more accurate onset determination, but the test takes longer.

5. Seek Sensitivity (°C/min)

Increase the sensitivity (ex 0.01°C/min) to look for smaller reactions. Requires a more accurate calibration.

6. Driver Heater Power (%)

Increase the heater power to heat up faster during heat mode for larger cells.

Designing the ARC Test

Input parameters
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Thermal Safety Testing

As well as HWS, ramp heating may be used

1. Step heating or “heat wait seek” - adiabatic
This is the classic ARC adiabatic method. It is a slow test, 
but it allows accurate detection of reaction onset, 
measurement of heat release and complete tracking of the 
cell reaction. Typical test time: 1-3 days

2. Ramp heating – non-adiabatic
This is a much quicker thermal abuse which is designed to 
achieve thermal runaway in a short time 
The cell decomposition can be analysed, but accurate 
onset temperature and heat release cannot be measured. 
In a ramp heating test, the cell undergoes excess heating. 
The test is not adiabatic. Typical test time 1-3 hours
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Data Analysis - Phi

Phi factor – When using a sample 
holder, heat is lost to the sample holder 
as well as the sample. A correction 
factor can be used to account for this. 
With batteries it is better to minimize 
the holder size and try to avoid using 
one at all unless it is necessary (for 
example when a pressure 
measurement is required). 

𝜑 = 1.181 = 1 +
0.5 ×13

0.8 ×45

Example phi calculation for battery holder 
pictured here. ∼18% of heat is lost to holder.

Note: The cell case can also be 
considered the “holder” in order 
to work out energy release of 
active material in the cell, 
independent of the cell case.
For this the mass of each 
component in the cell must be 
know/measured.
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Interpreting the ARC Data Calculated data:
Heat of reaction (J),

∆Q = ∆T * Cs * ɸ * m
where
∆T = Tmax - Tonset

Other parameters obtained from the data:
• dT/dt, convert to heat rate (dQ/dt) in watts 

using Cp, mass, ɸ
In a closed test:
• Residual pressure, convert to moles of non-

condensable gas using ideal gas law
• Pmax, convert to total moles using ideal gas law
• dP/dt, convert to gas production rate using 

ideal gas law, gas pad subtraction

Cooling data allows non-condensable gas estimation based on pressure

Basic Thermal Data

- Onset temperature, Tonset

- Max cell temperature, Tmax

- Self heat rate against temperature, dT/dt(Tcell)

Time to maximum rate gives time from onset of reaction to 
battery thermal runaway under conditions of no heat loss.

Activation energy can be calculated using Arrhenius for simple, 
single-stage reactions. It is possible to do this for battery tests if 
reactions can be separated, or, test individual components to get 
specific reaction kinetics
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Auxiliary measurements

In any test, when adding extra thermocouples, it’s more beneficial to attach 
thermocouples securely than to add as many as you can. If the thermocouple comes off 
the cell during the test it isn’t providing any useful information. Also be careful of 
shorting the cell with the thermocouples

Cell voltage is an easy measurement which can give useful information about the cell 
throughout the test, it can predict thermal runaway before temperature.

When videoing the cell in the calorimeter, the smoke/gas release can often obscure 
cell. The video is generally used to try identify venting, smoke, fire or explosion rather 
than providing a very detailed view of the cell. THT have used a high speed camera 
inside the blast box to film the thermal runaway of small cells.

High-speed data collection can be 
highly beneficial, especially for 
pressure or voltage measurement, as 
well as short circuit currents which 
can last for only seconds. 
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ARC - Rapid Data Collection

For increased data collection speed, a rapid 
data logging device (RDCS) connected to a 
laptop can be triggered from the ARC 
instrument using a temperature or 
temperature rate trigger via a network 
connection. This ensures data size is kept 
manageable because only the rapid part of 
the reaction is recorded.

One pressure channel, one voltage channel 
and four temperature channels can be 
recorded at logging rates of up to 1kHz. This 
is useful for thermal runaway pressure 
measurements. The pressure test can show a 
pressure wave “spike” during cell 
decomposition which is not always 
detectable with slower data logging rates.
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SEM pictures of three 
LiCoO2 structures with 
different particle sizes 
(0.8um,2um, and 
5um,respectively)

Source: Electrochimica Acta 49 
(2004)2661-2666

Various types of battery 
components may be 
tested in the ARC using 
spherical ARC bombs or 
cylindrical tube bombs, 
giving thermal and 
pressure data.

Illustrative Graph:
Self-heating rate vs. 
temperature for the three 
Li0.5CoO2 samples with 
EC/DEC solvent

Component Testing – Example Data
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Coin Cell Testing

Coin cells and mono cells (thin cells with a single cathode/anode layer) produce a very small amount of heat 
from decomposition because they have a small mass of active component. 

A coin cell has a smaller % mass of active material compared to larger cells. The steel cell case make up a 
relatively large % of the cell mass. This makes it more difficult to obtain good thermal data.

contain heat and reactive components.

Results can be improved by using two or more cells together 
for one test with the thermocouple placed between the cells. 
Using a thinner diameter thermocouple also helps as does 
wrapping the coin cell stack in insulating tape to
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18650/21700 HWS Testing – Methodology
The two main test methods for the 18650 cell are the open and closed test:
In the open test, the cell is placed directly in the calorimeter chamber with a thermally isolated holder to support the 
cell. In this test, the gas vented from the cell leaves the calorimeter and is extracted from the ARC. In this method, 
energy associated with the combustion of gaseous products cannot be measured by the instrument as they do not 
contribute to the temperature rise of the cell.

In the closed test, the cell is placed inside a sealed canister which is then placed in the calorimeter chamber. When the 
cell vents, the gases cannot escape and are trapped in the sealed volume. Heat from these gases transfer into the 
canister and the temperature rise in the canister gives an indication of the thermal energy imparted by the venting 
gases.

OPEN CONFIGURATION CLOSED CONFIGURATION
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ARC for QC/Comparison 

Heat-Wait-Seek with Multiple Cells

• Four 18650 cells tested simultaneously (LG, Panasonic, Moli & A123).
• Aluminium plate used for bomb thermocouple temperature (inert).
• Test started at 100ºC with 10ºC heat steps.
• Temperature and voltage data recorded for each individual cell
• Aluminium shield used to limit thermal interference between cells.

Type  Code Mass (g) Claimed Capacity (mAh) 

Panasonic NCR18650B 45.63 3400 

A123 APR18650M 1A 39.84 1100 

LGChem LGDBMG118650 44.99 2900 

Moli ICR-18650J 47.25 2400 
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Heat-Wait-Seek –

Multiple Cells

ARC bomb TC only

A123 cell did not display any significant decomposition.
Panasonic cell had a higher final decomposition temperature compared 
with LG and Moli.
Moli separator melting occurred at the highest temperature, with LG 
occurring at the lowest temperature.
LG lost the highest amount of mass from the cell case.
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Pouch Cell Testing

The key consideration when testing pouch cells is whether or not to clamp the cell between two 
metal plates. A pouch cell has a flexible case which “balloons” due to internal gas generation at 
higher temperatures. This process can affect the thermal profile as cell layers move apart from 
each other. Clamping the cell prevents this and generally gives more repeatable results. 

Clamping the cell also simulated the 
conditions seen in the battery pack where 
the cell is constrained by adjacent cells. 
However – the clamps act as a thermal 
sink and thus the reaction is partially 
subdued by this heat transfer. Results 
must be corrected using the phi-factor
which considers the thermal mass of the 
plates. Graph to left shows negative drift 
caused by expanding cell pouch.

Negative drift test data
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Scale-Up

Scaling up the sample in battery testing. If we test a coin cell, can we scale the result to an EV battery? This is not so 
straightforward, because the sample is heterogeneous, and the cell design will change the thermal response. There 
will be similarities between thermal profiles for cells of the same chemistry but they may not be directly comparable.

0.1Ah 5Ah 30Ah 130Ah

Some cells have a burst disk for pressure relief, others do not. Pouch cells expand during a reaction which may 
change the reaction profile. There are many design differences between cells from different manufacturers. Coin 
cells have a very high ratio of cell case to active material so low temperature reactions will be difficult to detect.
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Large Cells/Modules

As the test sample increases in size, significant challenges are introduced. On one 
hand, the industry is moving towards larger and larger cells, but on the other, 
equipment accuracy is necessarily compromised by larger and larger samples. 
Assumptions such as uniform surface temperature, uniform heat capacity etc break 
down as the sample size increases. Gas analysis from these thermal runaway tests is 
very difficult because of the huge gas volume.

190Ah

153Ah

ARC Test - CATL 153Ah NMC Cell
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High Impedance (thin wires)

Low Impedance (with gas collection)

External Short-circuit

Short circuit current may 
be measured with a 
current transducer and 
data logger.

Cells can be short 
circuited inside a sealed 
canister to measure the 
pressure.

Many commercial cells are now protected against external shorting. They have an 
internal fuse which breaks when excessive current passes through the cell. Cell 
which fail in this way still have the potential to go into thermal runway due to 
excessive temperature. Because of this, methods of internally shorting cells for 
testing purposes are being developed.

Shorting on a bench versus shorting in the adiabatic environment of the ARC can 
mean the difference between a thermal runaway and a benign result
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Overcharge Testing

Overcharging the cell is the more violent that other types of safety tests. Because of this, a cell which might show a weaker reaction in 
standard test might show a different result when overcharged. Keep this in mind when designing the test as the reaction could be
faster/more energetic than expected.

Typical overcharge thermal profile:

1. Overcharge starts, slow resistive heating

2. Voltage reversal, cell damage, rapid 
heating

3. Rapid heating stops after current stops

4. Thermal runaway after chemical self-
heating

Heat-wait-seek – case intact

Overcharge – case blown apart
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0.5mm/second 10mm/second

Controlled-Speed Nail Penetration

Key points for nail penetration:

Adiabatic and “bench” tests may result in differing 
severity of reaction.

Repeatable results require repeatable test 
conditions – start temperature, speed, distance, nail 
diameter, nail tip, nail material must be consistent

THT have obtained repeatable NP results when the 
conditions are fixed

Nail Penetration Speed Variation
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EV+ Calorimeter

18650 HWS video

The EV+ allows a video camera to be positioned 
to view the inside of the chamber during testing. 
A window for a light source is position at 90° to 
the camera. Connectors for high current (300A) 
terminate inside the chamber.
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Optical Camera

Video monitoring is available on the EV+ 
calorimeter and is useful for helping to judge 
a specific “hazard level” for a battery safety 
test which is a requirement of several 
prescribed testing standards focusing on 
electric vehicles.

The video allows identification of ignition, 
flame, vented gas, explosions or flying parts
which might be difficult to judge from 
temperature data and post-test examination 
of the cells.
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Infrared Camera

The optical camera can be replaced with an infra-red camera which gives an auto-
scaling IR video of the cell including surface temperature data. IR video has
advantages and disadvantages over optical video. The primary advantage is the ability
to create a temperature map across the surface of an IR-radiating object giving a
point temperature measurement anywhere on the surface throughout the test.

The disadvantage is that it is more difficult to discern physical events compared to an
optical video as the resolution is far lower. Further, some objects reflect IR and
therefore will not give a correct temperature reading when viewed by an IR camera.
An IR reflective cell must be treated so it can be viewed properly. Sodium chloride window

IR camera unit
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Module Testing – TR Propagation

In a battery module or pack containing many cells, the design should aim to avoid thermal runaway
propagation. This means that a thermal runaway in one cell triggers the same event in surrounding cells. This
would mean one cell failure could lead to a cascading event destroying the whole module:

Sodium chloride window

IR camera unit

To test this, a failure can be induced in a single cell using: 
1. Overcharge, 2. Short circuit or 3. Localized Heating. More advanced methods such as addition of material inside the cell to 
induce an internal short at a known temperature are also possible but require more cell engineering expertise. 

Individual cell temperature and voltages may be monitored, pressure of the module case may 
be monitored (to check venting capability), module can be videoed. The test is typically 
carried out at a higher than ambient temperature, but not under adiabatic conditions.
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Basic:
• At what cell temperature will gas be vented?
• How fast is the gas released?
• How much gas is released?
• What temperature is the gas that is released?
• How much of the gas is gaseous at room 

temperature?

Advanced:
• What is the composition of the gas released?
• What is the internal pressure inside the cell when it 

vents?
• Does the gas release profile change depending on 

the abuse method?
• How is it affected by other parameters such as SoC, 

age of cell etc?
• How does the atmosphere around the cell affect 

the result?

ARC testing can provide answers to most of these questions, but it will not determine the composition 
of the gas – this requires gas analysis equipment such as GC-MS or IC.

ARC Pressure and Gas Analysis Systems

Some possible battery vent gases: Carbon monoxide (CO), 
carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen (H2), oxygen (O2), methane 
(CH4), acetylene (C2H2), ethylene (C2H4), ethane (C2H6), 
propylene (C3H6), propane (C3H8), butane (C4H8) and 
isobutane (C4H10), n-Butane, isopentane (C5H12), n-
Pentane, pentenes, hexanes, hydrogen fluoride (HF), 
hydrogen chloride (HCl), hydrogen bromide (HBr), 
hydrogen cyanide (HCN), hydrogen sulphide (H₂S), nitrous 
oxide (N2O), Acetaldehyde (C2H4O), dimethyl carbonate 
(C3H6O3), ethyl methyl carbonate (C4H8O3)
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Picture Height Total ⌀ Opening ⌀ Volume Weight Example Battery Sample

80mm 65mm 30mm 0.26L 0.5kg Coin cell, button cell

1. 80mm 80mm 30mm 0.4 L 0.8kg Coin cell, AA, mono cell

2. 120mm 120mm 60mm 1.2 L 2.4kg 18650, 21700, smartphone cell

3. 170mm 170mm 100mm 4 L 5.1kg D cell, tablet cell

4. 400mm 200mm 150mm 12 L 13.1kg Laptop battery or pouch cell

5. 360mm 280mm 220mm 22 L 19.7kg Automotive pouch or prismatic cell

A 3000 mAh 18650 cell can generate around 7 bar of peak pressure in a 1.2 L vessel. In a 4 L vessel the peak pressure 
would be 2.1 bar. In a 0.4 L vessel it would be 21 bar. 

As a general rule, the more energy-dense chemistry such as LMO generates 3 bar litres per ampere-hour at peak 
pressure. This can vary significantly, depending on cell SoC and chemistry. The peak pressure in the vessel during a test 
should be below the safe operating pressure.
Gas collection cylinders can increase the volume for gas dissipation and thus lower the peak pressure.

Pressure Test Design Choices
4.

5.

3.

2.

3.

1.
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Pressure Test Setup

1.

Lay glass fibre insulation on the base of 
the canister to thermal insulate the cell 
from it. Alternatively use a tripod or 
other holder/support to achieve this.

Use viton o-ring to seal lid against canister body. Place 
some silicon oil over the o-ring to create a better seal. 
Solid silicon o-rings can also be used. Replace o-ring after 
each thermal runaway test

¼’’ or 1/8’’ Swagelok fittings can be used with flexible tube for gas collection, 
also for nitrogen flushing or gas release. The 1/16’’ is for the pressure line.

Use burst disk to prevent damage to the 
canister. These should be steel shim. Also 
requires a viton o-ring underneath

Use copper feel-throughs for 
monitoring cell voltage. Can also be 
used for overcharge, but may not be 
low enough impedance for short circuit.

Thermocouples pass through 1mm 
connectors, and sealed using a piece 
of silicon which is compressed 
around the thermocouple when the 
nut is tightened. It’s good idea to 
use an extra TC to monitor the air 
temperature inside.

Tighten all nuts on the lid tightly to ensure a good seal,
A socket spanner/wrench is good for this
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The EV+ Canister on the previous slide has a volume of 22 litres. It is suitable 
for cells of capacity up to 50Ah. However, what if the cell is higher capacity 
than this?

This would require a secondary canister to increase the volume available for 
gas release. 

The canister inside the EV+ is 22 
litres and reinforced. The canister 
outside the EV+ is 30 litres and not 
reinforced. The canisters are 
connected via a 3/8’’ pipe(for slow 
flow) or 2’’ pipe (for fast flow). The 
pipe shown here is rigid but a 
flexible pipe is also possible.

Pressure in each canister is 
measured independently using 2 
transducers. It is also possible to 
measure temperature inside each 
canister to find gas temperature. 
Using this setup it should be 
possible to measure gas release 
from cells up to 80Ah (chemistry 
dependent).

High Capacity Cell Pressure Tests
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Nail penetration with pressure – EV/EV+

For higher pressure tests with NPCO, A canister is required:

Pneumatic nail penetration 
system mounted inside 
pressure canister with various 
ports and burst disk. Ok for 
30Ah cells (pouch/prismatic)
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Data Analysis – Pressure

Calculations of gas volume from ARC pressure data use the ideal gas law: PV = nRT

Step 1: Subtract the “gas pad” from the pressure data. This is the linear increase in gas pressure with temperature and does not 
relate to gas generated from a reaction.

Step 2: Find the maximum recorded stable pressure. Use the ideal gas law to convert this to moles of gas using canister volume 
and gas temperature (from internal thermocouple reading).

Step 3: Put the number of moles of gas calculated above back into the ideal gas law under standard conditions to find the volume 
of gas released by the cell. 

Step 4: Compare the cooling pressure data to the calculated gas volume to find how much of the gas has condensed at room 
temperature.

Find Pmax → Pgas = Pmax - Pair → 
Find moles of gas at Pgas → 
Find Vgas at STP using molgas → 
Compare Vgas to V calculated 
from residual pressure
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There are 3 methods for collecting gas samples from the ARC test:

1. Passive gas sample collection. Non-return valve and collection cylinder (or manual valve opened after test).

2. Active single gas sample collection. SSS option with control of collection temperature and time.

3. Active multiple gas sample collection. SSU option with control of collection based of t, T, dT/dt, P, dP/dt, 
collecting 4 independent samples.

3.
1.

Gas Collection Systems

4. For online gas analysis, THT can supply a temperature controlled sampling line which runs from the 
calorimeter to the outside of the blast box. Requires real-time gas analyser supplied by E.G. Hiden.

3. 4.2.
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Gas Samples from 18650 cell

Here is a typical gas analysis from a commercial 18650 cell (LiNiCoAlO2 cathode) on 3 separate samples:
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Gas Ignition – Spark Generation Unit

The previous slide shows how a high % volume of hydrogen is present in the gas vented from a cell. This gas may or 
may not ignite after leaving the cell. If ignition does occur, the energy released is increased further.

Several testing standards call for an ignition source in close proximity to the DUT so vented gas will ignite and a 
“worst case scenario” can be ensured. To meet this requirement, THT developed the Spark Generation Unit (SGU).

This can be filmed to 
show ignition occurring 
in a test.
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Recent THT Customers


